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, This invention relates generally to a dispensing closure 
and more particularly to improvements therein. 
One of the objects of this invention is to provide a 

closure having a spout or nozzle‘with an integrally formed 
diaphragm for sealing same and a captive cap reusable 
for-closing the spout or nozzle. The diaphragm seals the 
spout or nozzle to prevent leakage or loss of the container 
contents or any tampering with the contents of the con 
tainer prior to use by the ultimate user. At the time of 
?rst use the diaphragm is detached and removed from the 
nozzle so that the nozzle may serve as the dispenser for 
the container and the captive cap is reusable for closing 
the nozzle. I 

Another object of this invention is to provide a closure 
having a spout or nozzle with an integrally formed di 
aphragm for sealing same and a pull tab on said di 
aphragm whereby the diaphragm may be removed by 
manually grasping the pull tab and pulling it outwardly, 
thereby'eliminating the use of tools, vmechanical devices 
or puncturing instruments in removing the diaphragm. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a struc 

ture of the foregoing character which is integrally molded 
or'formed of a plastic material. 
The present invention provides a sealing member 

formed as an integral part of the nozzle or spout, which 
sealing member may be readily removed by pulling on 
a pull tab which detaches the sealing member from the 
nozzle, so that when detached the inner Wall of the nozzle‘ 
or spout at the juncture of the sealing‘member and spout 
is left clean, smooth and unobstructed so as not to inter 

The sealing mem 

ultimate user. Any removal prior thereto will put the 
user on notice that the seal and container have been tam-' 
pered with. . _ 

' ' Another object of this invention is to providea nozzle, 
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captive cap and diaphragm seal with a pull tab, all in- ' 
itegrally molded of a plastic material; for example, poly 
ethylene or the like, which may be economically produced 
and inexpensively applied to containers. The containers 
are ?lled prior to application of the nozzle forming this 
invention. ~ 

Another object of this invention is to provide a struc 
ture of the foregoing character wherein the ?t between 
the nozzle and captive cap may be so constructed that the 
cap will blow off the nozzle at any prescribed predeter 
mined internal pressure in the container, thus providing 
a safety means against an explosion of the container. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a seal 

which can be varied for pressure or blow-out and which 
is tamper proof and allows gas or expansion escape. 

Other objects will become apparent as this description 
progresses. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a view showing the closure forming this 

invention applied to one form of container, with the cap 
in open position. 
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged perspective view of the in 

ner seal or diaphragm and tab when removed ‘from the 
closure. 
FIGURE 3 is an enlarged sectional view of the closure 
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with the cap in open position; also with the cap shown I 
in closed position indotted lines. v - , 

7 FIGURE 4 is a top plan view of FIGURE 3, and 
FIGURE 5 shows a modi?ed inner seal or diaphragm.v 
The closure unit generally comprises a nozzle or spout 

generally indicated at 10, a ?exible hinge 12 ‘extending 
therefrom, and a cap or closure generally indicated at '14 
connected thereto. Within the nozzle and extending 
across thereof is a sealing member or diaphragm generally 
indicatedv at 16 with a pull tab 18. This structure is in 
tegrally molded of a plastic’ material, such as polyethylene 
or similar material so that there is combined strength and 
substantial stillness with resiliency. The cap 14 may be 
readily snapped on or off the nozzle 10 repeatedly and I 
the parts resume their original molded shape after tem 
porary distortion. 
The nozzle or spout generally indicated at 10 com 

prises a tubular body 20 which tapers downwardly and 
then extends outwardly to form an ' annular enlarge 
ment 22. The annular enlargement is provided with an 
annular groove or recess 24 open at the bottom to receive 
the annular upturned or ?anged portion 26 of the wall 
28 of the container 30 surrounding the opening 31 of the 
container. The inner side walls of the recess 24 are 
tapered‘ so that they permanently interlock with the ?ange 
26 of the container to permanently secure the nozzle 10 
to the container.v _Thertubular body 20 has a short an 
nular portion 32 at the lower end which'extends into the 
interior of the container. The internal diameter of the 
spout is greater at the lower end than at the upper end. 
The upper or mouth vportion of the nozzle has an an 

nular peripheral head or lip 34, with the lower horizontal 
portion 36 substantially at right angles to the longitudinal 
axis of the nozzle. Upwardly of the bead 34 the nozzle 
tapers inwardly and then slightly outwardly to terminate 
in an annular edge 38.v The inside wall adjacent the up 
per edge 38 is beveled as at 40. “ - 

The sealing member or diaphragm generally indicated 
at 16 is molded as an integral part of the nozzle 10 and 
extends transversely of the interior of the nozzlebelow 
the horizontal plane of the peripheral’ head 34. The di 
aphragm is of uniform thickness except for the annular 
‘peripheral edge 17 where it connects with the tubular 
body 20. The peripheral edge 17 has a thinner body 
than the remainder of the diaphragm and the detachment 
takes place along the thinner peripheral edge 17. The 
internal diameter of the nozzle immediately adjacent and 
below the diaphragm 16 is slightly greater than that 
‘above the diaphragm and this provides a slight annular 
shoulder 42. This permits a larger peripheral edge 17 for 
the diaphragm so that a sturdier connection is provided a 
between the diaphragm and the nozzle. I - 
When the diaphragm is detached, as will be described, 

the detachment is clean and occurs at the juncture of the 
annular shoulder 42 and the thinner peripheral edge 17, 
therefore, the inner wall of the nozzle at said juncture is 

. left clean, smooth and unobstructed and without any pora 
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tion of the diaphragm or shoulder clinging or adhering 
thereto so as not to interfere with the free discharged 
the container contents through the nozzle. 
The tab, generally indicated at 18, which is integrally 

> formed with the diaphragm comprises a ?exible strip 
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which has a serrated underface surface 44. It may be 
serrated on both surfaces if desired. It connects to the 
diaphragm adjacent the peripheral edge 17 of the dia 
phragm and is in alinement with the ?exible hinge 12. 
The cap or closure 14 is connected to the nozzle 10 by 
the ?exible connecting strip or hinge 12 and the hinge 
extends from the enlargement 22 of the nozzle outwardly 
to the bottom of the outer cylindrical side wall or skirt 
of the cap. 7 
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The cap 14 has a substantially ?at top 46 and a de 
pending outer cylindrical side wall or skirt 48 provided , 
with a thickened annular wall portion 50 at the bottom 
thereof to which the hinge connects. A forward exten 
sion 52 is provided at the front thereof and same-projects 
from the cap forrmanual engagement for’ the purpose of 
lifting the ‘cap from the nozzle. Extending r-adiallyin 
ward from the side wall of the cap are a plurality of * 
spaced beads or lips 54 which engage the underside of - 
the peripheral bead or lip 34 of the. nozzle to secure the . 
cap in closed position. , 

In its central portion the cap 14 has. a recess 56 having 
an inner cylindrical side Wall 58 adapted to be tightly 
received within the upper or mouth portion of the nozzle 
to engage the inner wall of the nozzle, as best seen in 

10. 

With the use of spaced beads or lips 54 on the inside 
of the outer annular wall of the cap 14, the cap when in 
closed position will below 011 the nozzle after the sealing 
diaphragm has been removed when an internal pressure 
has been built up in the package at‘ nine to‘ eleven pounds 
per square inch. This is a safety factor. However, by 
providing a continuous lip extending around the inner 
circumference of the outer wall in lieu of the plurality of 
spaced ribs, the cap will hold an internal pressure up to 
approximately 35 pounds per square inch. 

It will be understood that various changes and modi?ca 
' tions may be made from theforegoing without departing 

15 
dotted lines in FIGURE 3. The outer surface of the cylin- _ 
drical inner wall is beveled as at 60 complementary to ' 
the beveled edge 40 of the nozzle so that when the cap 
is in closed position a seal-tight ?t is effected between the 
cap and the nozzle. ' 
When the cap 14 is in closed position, as shown in 

dotted lines in FIGURE 3, the pull tab 18 of the di — 
phragrn will be pushed downwardly, as shown in FIG 
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URE 3, ‘and con?ned below the cap resting against the - 
underside thereof. However, when the cap is removed 
from the nozzle, the ?exible pull tab 18 will unbend and 
rise to the position shown vin'full lines in FIGURE 3, 
to extend above the top of the nozzle so that it may be 
grasped by the ?ngers ‘and lifted, which will detachthe 
diaphragm 16 along the annular peripheral edge 17 so 
that it may be removed from thenozzle, Removal of the 
diaphragm is effected solely by manually pulling out 
wardly on the pull tab 18, thereby eliminating the use of 
tools, mechanical devices or puncturing instruments“ 
Furthermore, the detachment is clean so that the'nozzle 
is left smooth and unobstructed along the detaching line. 
With the use of this invention, shipment and storing 

of the ‘package in a sealed condition is possible. The 
package is sealed against unauthorized tampering and is 
seal proof against leakage ‘and the like by virtue of the 
diaphragm. However, after it has been purchased and‘ 
taken to the place of ultimate use, the user removes the 
diaphragm 16 through the pull tab 18 and thereafter the 
cap 14 is used for repeated closing of the container during 
the use of the container. , - 

While FIGURE 1 illustrates this invention applied to 
one form of container, it will be understood that this in 
.vention may be readily apllied to other shapes and types‘ 
of containers, and said containers may be made of any 
material, such as ?ber, glass, metal, plastic, or the like. 
While the invention is here illustrated with a captive 

cap, it should be understood that the nozzle, diaphragm 
and pull tab may be integrally formed‘ and. used with a 
detachable and separate cap which is not integrally formed 
as herein illustrated. 
FIGURE 5 shows a modi?cation in which the dia 

phragm 16A is provided with a plurality of ?ne openings 
62 along its peripheral weakened edge 17A adjacent 
rearwardly of the pull tab 18A} In all other respects 
the structure is as previously described. This permits the 
package to breathe even before the diaphragm 01'' seal is 
removed and is'desirable with certain types of powders or, 
granular packed products which would not leak through 
the ?ne openings 62, and if leaked through, the openings 
would be con?ned by the closure or cap 14, 
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from the spirit and scope of 
What is claimed is: I - 

1. In a spout-type container closure, a generally tubu 
lar pouring spout of resiliently ?exible material formed 
with a bore terminating in a mouth opening through the 
outer ‘end of the spout, a closure diaphragm spaced in 
wardly of the spout from said mouth opening and extend 

the appended claims. 

ring in. a radial plane across said bore, said diaphragm 
being integral with and constituting a homogenous por 
tion of, the material forming the spout, said diaphragm 
being peripherally connected with the inner wall of said 
bore along a weakened tear line spaced inwardly of the 
spout from its mouth, said weakened tear line provided 
with a plurality of ?ne openings to permit the container 
to breathe while said closure diaphragm remains periph 
erally connected, a resiliently ?exible pull tab having a 
root portion connected with said diaphragm closely ad 
jacent said wall and said weakened tear line, said tab, 
except for its root portion, being disconnected from said 
wall and said diaphragm, and having a free end normally 
projecting outwardly through and beyond the mouth of 
the spout,and being normally disposed at an angle to‘ said 
diaphragm and being disposed for resilient ?exing toward 
said radial plane of said diaphragm into the mouth of the 
spout, the resiliency of the tab, upon ‘being released, 
causing it to resume its normal position with its free end 

' outward of and beyond the mouth of the spout. 
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I 2. The combination of elements de?ned in claim 1 
further comprising a closure cap removably disposed on 
said spout to cover said mouth and having a portion abut 
ting against the tab ‘to ?ex said tab toward the diaphragm 
into said mouth incident to the application of said cap 
to said spout. ' 
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